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Moderato

A boy and a girl we were lovers,
Which in itself is not new,
She sat alone all day dreaming,
Wishing her dreams would come true.

He didn't have a cent in the world,
And that made the girl feel
She longed for things that she didn't have.
He whispered, dear heart, don't be blue,
She tried to postpone the day,
Till she heard her sweet heart say:

CHORUS

People like us don't have to worry.
People like us stand up in subways.
People like us can afford to smile.
Most all the while it falls in some one's lap.
And get a slap and we are packed like sardines.

We don't make a fuss in the supper rush,
We know that they can never do much damage,
And every time they slam the doors, why six or
To people like us, seven ribs they crush;
Why should we care, if some have

All the wealth, we've got our share of sunshine, happiness and
When the train stops we find we can't get in or
Health, I said that people like us don't have to worry,
'I cause out, I said that people like us don't have to worry,
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